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Observed 27-Day Variations in Cosmic Ray Intensities During the Cycle 23/24 Solar Minimum
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Abstract: During the recent solar minimum, 27-day variations were clearly evident in a variety of cosmic ray rates from
mid-2007 through mid-2008. Many characteristics of the heliospheric environment were unusually quiet at that time com-
pared with previous solar cycles, which leads us to investigate whether the behavior of the 27-day variations also changed.
Using high statistical precision measurements from the ACE spacecraft, we examine the 27-day intensity variations in
both anomalous and galactic cosmic rays in a variety of species. We find that the intensities have an inverse power-law
correlation with solar wind speed and that the peak intensities occur at outward-to-inward heliomagnetic polarity (or
south-to-north heliographically) current sheet crossings during this time period. The amplitudes of the variations during
this A � 0 period were almost as large as those reported at the last A � 0 solar minimum, contrary to previous observations
of smaller amplitudes during A � 0 polarities.
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1 Introduction

Variations in cosmic ray intensities that recur at a solar ro-

tation period ( � 27 days synodic, or � 26 days sidereal pe-

riod) have been observed for many decades, going back as

far as Forbush [1]. Continued study has revealed such vari-

ations in galactic cosmic ray (GCR) H and He and anoma-

lous cosmic ray (ACR) O and He intensities at energies

from a few MeV/nucleon to many GeV/nucleon (e.g., [2]),

from the inner heliosphere (e.g., [3]) to well beyond 60 AU

[4] and from the ecliptic plane to high heliographic lati-

tudes ([5] and references therein). For a recent review of

this topic, see [6].

Despite the long history of observations, discussions about

the detailed mechanisms responsible for these variations

continue today. The recent very quiet solar minimum in-

cluded an extended period from mid-2007 through mid-

2008 in which clear 27-day variations were evident in a

wide variety of ACR and GCR rates (figure 1). The fact

that many characteristics of the heliospheric particle envi-

ronment were unusual at that time compared with previous

solar cycles (such as weaker interplanetary magnetic fields

and reduced magnetic turbulence [7] and lower solar wind

dynamic pressure [8]) drives us to investigate whether the

behavior of the 27-day variations was also different during

this A � 0 polarity period. Using high statistical precision

measurements from the Advanced Composition Explorer

(ACE) spacecraft, we present observations of the 27-day

intensity variations in a variety of ACR and GCR species.

We find that intensities have an inverse power-law correla-

tion with the solar wind speed, that peaks occur at alternate

crossings of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS), and that

the amplitudes may be larger than expected for an A � 0

epoch.

2 Observations

Figure 1 illustrates the 27-day variations present in neu-

tron monitor rates and in the GCR and ACR measurements

made by the CRIS and SIS instruments on ACE during the

2007-2008 time period, compared with several solar wind

plasma parameters. Peaks occur near the same time in all

the cosmic ray rates, coinciding with minima in the solar

wind speed, which, in turn, occur at magnetic sector cross-

ings since the HCS is embedded in the slow speed wind.

However, only every second sector crossing is associated

with a peak [2], as we discuss more in section 3 below.

To find which solar wind parameter best correlates with the

cosmic ray variations, we have detrended the data by sub-

tracting 27-day running averages from the daily averages.

Comparing the percent changes in the detrended Newark

neutron monitor data with those in the solar wind speed,

density, dynamic pressure, magnetic field strength, and rms

variation of the magnetic field, we find the highest correla-

tion with the solar wind speed, as shown in figure 2, in

agreement with earlier studies [3].
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Figure 1: Daily-averaged values of (a) the Newark neu-

tron monitor count rate, (b) a GCR browse rate from

ACE/CRIS, (c) a (mostly) ACR browse rate from ACE/SIS,

(d) the solar wind speed from ACE/SWEPAM, (e) the mag-

netic field magnitude from ACE/MAG, and (f) the magnetic

field longitude (in RTN coordinates, i.e., � � � � � 
 � � � � � �
)

from ACE/MAG. Vertical dashed lines indicate the approx-

imate times of peaks spaced by � 27 days in panel (a).

Figure 2: Percent differences between the daily-averaged

values and the 27-day running averages of the Newark neu-

tron monitor rate versus the analogous percent differences

in the solar wind speed (left panel) and in the B-field mag-

nitude (right panel) during the period 2007/210 through

2008/50.

Accepting this correlation, we have binned the data based

on solar wind speed in 50 km/s wide bins and find a good

power-law relationship, as shown in figure 3. The magni-

tudes of the slopes (and therefore amplitudes of the 27-day

variations) are greater for the ACRs than the GCRs. Slopes

and amplitudes become smaller for ACRs at higher ener-

gies or for species such as He that are a mixture of both

ACRs and GCRs. As seen in figure 4, all the GCR species

have very nearly the same slope, at least over the energy

interval sampled by ACE/CRIS; there is very little depen-

Figure 3: Intensity of various cosmic ray species (as in-

dicated) versus the solar wind speed during the period

2007/210 through 2008/150. Dashed lines show power-law

fits, with slopes (or indices) as labeled.

Figure 4: Index of power-law fit of intensity versus solar

wind speed (see figure 3) as a function of atomic num-

ber (left) at the energies indicated, or rigidity (right), for

GCR elements from ACE/CRIS. Linear fits are shown (dot-
dashed lines).

dence on either element or rigidity in CRIS. The average

index of � � � � � � � 0.006 corresponds to a peak-to-valley in-

tensity variation of 5.3 � 0.4% for a factor of 2 change in the

solar wind speed.

The differences in the energy spectra at the peaks and val-

leys of the 27-day variations are illustrated in figure 5,

where spectra for both low and high speed solar wind con-

ditions are plotted. Within statistical fluctuations, the in-

tensity of all the GCR species shown is � 5% higher during

the slow wind than during the fast wind, consistent with

the amplitude derived from the indices shown in figure 4.

Low-energy N, O, and Ne, however, all show an amplitude

that grows with decreasing energy to a value of � 50-60%.

To first order, the energy dependence in the predominantly-
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Figure 5: Energy spectra from SIS (8 lowest energy points,

larger symbols) and CRIS (7 highest energy points, smaller
symbols) on ACE for N (diamonds), O (squares), and Ne

(triangles) with large ACR components (top left panel) and

C (diamonds), Si (squares), and Fe (triangles) without sig-

nificant ACR contributions at 1 AU (top right panel). Two

spectra for each element are shown, for periods when the

solar wind speed was � 550 km/s (lighter dashed curves)

and � 350 km/s (darker solid curves) during 2007/210

through 2008/150. (The average solar wind speeds in these

two data subsets were 613 and 316 km/s, respectively). Ra-

tios of the spectra at the two solar wind speeds are shown in

the bottom panels. The solid curve in the lower left panel
indicates the energy dependence expected just due to mix-

ing of ACR and GCRs, while the thick dashed curve uses

the formula from [10, 11]; see text.

ACR amplitudes appears to be due to the mixing of high-

amplitude ACRs with low-amplitude GCRs. If we assume

that ACR O has an energy-independent amplitude of 55%

and GCR O an amplitude of 5%, then using the C spectrum

as a template to estimate the amount of GCR O mixed with

the ACRs we obtain the solid curve in the lower left panel

of figure 5, which approximates the data reasonably well.

This is most likely why the slope of 7-13 MeV/n He in fig-

ure 3 lies between those of the ACRs and GCRs, since ACR

He is diluted by a large GCR contribution at these energies

[9].

3 Discussion

Von Rosenvinge and Paizis ([10]; see also [11]) find that

the rigidity dependence of the GCR and ACR amplitudes

is well described by � � � � � 
 � � � � � � � � � �
, where �

is the counting rate,
�

the particle velocity,
�

the diffu-

sion coefficient as a function of rigidity
�

(which they take

to be
� � �  

), � � the change in the modulation parameter,

and � the Compton-Getting factor. For a power-law spec-

trum in kinetic energy ! with index " , � � � % 
 ' " � � � ,

where ' � � ! , % ! � � � � ! , ! � �
with ! � the rest mass

energy. Using this approach, and normalizing to 10 MeV/n

ACR oxygen, we obtain the dashed curve in the lower left

panel of figure 5, which is nearly indistinguishable from

the one we derived above. Furthermore, if the amplitude

for ACR O at 10 MeV/n is 55%, at the same energy the

above formulae predict amplitudes for N and Ne of 59%

and 49% respectively (due to the different masses of these

singly-charged ACRs), which agree with our data in figure

5 within the large statistical uncertainties. Thus, the rela-

tive amplitudes of the ACRs compared with the GCRs, the

energy dependence of both, and the amplitudes for the dif-

ferent ACR species are all consistent with the simple force

field modulation approach employed by [10, 11].

Since drift along the HCS is important for large-scale mod-

ulation of ACRs and GCRs [12], one might suppose that

solar-rotation variations in cosmic ray intensities would

follow from the resulting latitudinal intensity gradient com-

bined with the cyclically changing latitudinal distance from

the rotating tilted current sheet [13, 14]. However, cosmic

ray intensities often vary with a 27-day period even when

the current sheet is crossed twice per solar rotation, so a

simple latitudinal gradient alone can not be the reason for

the variations. On the other hand, a strong correlation be-

tween the local latitudinal gradient and the amplitude of

the 27-day variations (within a given polarity cycle) has

been observed [15], suggesting that a common modulation

mechanism is responsible for both.

Conflicting results have been reported for the association

(or lack thereof) between cosmic ray intensities and HCS

crossings. At high time resolution, cosmic ray intensity

changes are found to coincide with stream interface cross-

ings and are unrelated to the sector boundaries [6]. Us-

ing superposed epoch analysis over many years, cosmic

ray intensities peak at the sector boundaries during solar

minimum regardless of the polarity of the sector crossing

[16, 17], although hemispheric asymmetries appear when

solar activity is high at solar maximum [17]. For extended

periods in both the 1995-1997 and 1974-1976 A � 0 solar

minima, Reames and Ng [2] found peak cosmic ray in-

tensities at north-to-south (or outward-to-inward polarity)

HCS crossings and minima at south-to-north crossings, but

were unable to clearly determine a phase in the intervening

A � 0 period. During the present A � 0 epoch, positive po-

larity field emanates from the Sun’s south polar region and

by 1 AU has a nominal RTN longitude of 1 315 2 . For the

period shown in figure 1, we too find that the peaks are at

outward-to-inward heliomagnetic polarity HCS crossings,

but this now corresponds to south-to-north crossings helio-

graphically.

It is worth noting that the shape of the HCS is often sig-

nificantly asymmetric, with a more abrupt change in he-

liographic latitude when traversing the equator in one di-
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Figure 6: HCS latitude in the corona at central meridian

as a function of time during the 1996-1997 solar minimum

(top) and the period of this study (bottom), using data from

the Wilcox Solar Observatory.

rection and a more gradual transition in the other (figure

6). South-to-north HCS crossings in both 1996-1997 and

2007-2008 were more gradual, with the ecliptic in close

proximity to the HCS for a longer time than during the

more abrupt north-to-south crossings. It seems reasonable

that the gradual crossings should be more favorable for

peak particle intensities during A � 0, since particles drift

inward along the sheet and the solar wind speed (and there-

fore outward convection) is lower at the sheet. However, it

is not clear why the shorter, abrupt HCS crossings seemed

to be favored during A � 0.

In previous studies, it was observed that the amplitudes of

the 27-day variations were greater in A � 0 cycles than in

A � 0 cycles [18]. However, the amplitudes in this unusual

A � 0 cycle around � 2008.0 do not appear to be substan-

tially less than those at the last A � 0 solar minimum (figure

7). The 5.3% peak-to-valley amplitude we find for low en-

ergy GCR variations in 2007-2008 is very similar to the 3%

peak-to-mean amplitude (or 6% peak-to-valley) reported

for 150 MeV protons in the 1996-1997 period (figure 4 of

[18]). Note, however, that 2008.0 was more than a year

before the actual minimum; by mid-2009 there were no

clear 27-day variations at all, and the detrended amplitude

in figure 7 is quite small. Further study would be needed

to determine if the amplitudes near minimum in previous

A � 0 cycles were in fact typical of those cycles or if pe-

riods of larger amplitude variations occurred away from

minimum, but this may be complicated by transient solar

particle events and Forbush decreases. The complete ab-

sence of such disturbances in mid-2007 to mid-2008 made

the 27-day variations much easier to observe, but it is not

yet clear to what extent these quiet conditions helped to

drive the variations themselves.
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Figure 7: Percent differences between the daily-averaged

values and the 27-day running averages of the Newark neu-

tron monitor rate during the 1996-97 A � 0 solar minimum

(top panel) and the A � 0 period of mid-2007 to mid-2008

(bottom panel).
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